Many of us in the higher education CS community publicly share our classroom materials, whether it be a self-published textbook, nifty assignment, lecture notes, etc. Notwithstanding, have we ever thought about how we share these materials? Most likely, we place these on a publicly accessible web site or into an online repository. To protect our intellectual property rights, many of these materials have a copyright. This means that should someone wish to modify the material and share the resulting derivative product, the new author would have to obtain permission from the original author before doing so. Even if an explicit copyright statement is absent, current copyright law still grants exclusive rights to the creator of the materials, and, without express permission, use in the classroom, repurposing, and publishing the derivative work publicly is illegal. Maybe we should consider, instead, using open educational resources (OER), materials whose content is protected by a Creative Commons License. This enables sharing of educational products with varying degrees of freedom. [15] OER includes any type of free and openly licensed course content. In the true spirit of being open, these materials are usually associated with a Creative Commons license which adjuncts the traditional copyright. This allows for sharing the original work, and, depending on the combinations of attributes, allows derivative works to be shared as well. There are many good reasons for going the "Creative Commons" route. Given varied course content and variations in student populations, it is often rare that publicly available materials exactly fit what we wish to do. This may necessitate some modifications. In SIGCSE 2018's "Nifty Assignments" track, David Reed [19] showed how educators could remix existing nifty assignments into more customized and slightly different versions. If nifty assignments were shared under one of the less restrictive Creative Commons licenses, then we would all be able to freely share our derivative versions, thus openly offering enhanced and augmented nifty assignments back to the CS community, without having to ask author permission each time. Original authors are credited with their contributions to the work as well as credit given to the contributions by authors creating derivative versions.
UNESCO first proposed the idea of OER in 2002. They defined "open" as "educational resources, enabled by information and communication technologies, for consultation, use and adoption by a community of users for noncommercial purposes" [22, 23] . As things exist now, OER has come to mean any educational product, lecture notes, PowerPoint slides, lab assignments, etc., that is shared openly. The degree to which a resource is shared varies. This is dictated by how much latitude an original author wishes to give to the community with respect to the 5 R's (originally 4 R's) of openness as defined by David Wiley.
The 5 R's as defined by Wiley [24, 25] are:
• Retain-the right to make, own, and control copies of the content;
• Reuse-the right to use the content in a wide range of ways (e.g., in a class, in a study group, on a website, in a video);
• Revise-the right to adapt, adjust, modify, or alter the content itself (e.g., translate the content into another language);
• Remix-the right to combine the original or revised content with other open content to create something new (e.g., incorporate the content into a mashup); and
• Redistribute-the right to share copies of the original content, your revisions, or your remixes with others (e.g., give a copy of the content to a friend).
UNDERSTANDING THE CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE
In a standard copyright, each time someone wishes to create a derivative work from openly accessible materials, and then share them back, they need to ask the creator's permission. Even if the work does not contain an explicit copyright, under copyright law, the material is automatically covered under an implicit copyright with the same exclusive rights as explicitly copyrighted material. Obviously, if many people wish to modify an academic object, the original author may not wish to be constantly consulted. Instead, authors could use one of the Creative Commons licenses to indicate how they wish users to modify and share any new derivatives of their work [7] . The Creative Commons license does not replace the standard copyright, but sits "on top of " the license, preserving the rights of the creator while specifying how the work is shared. To do this Creative Commons licenses come packaged with three layers as illustrated in Figure  1 . The "Legal Code" layer contains the "legalese" which allows the license to be enforced by the courts. The "Human Readable" layer interprets this "legalese" into a format understandable to the layperson. Lastly, the "Machine Readable" layer provides the structure and the web markup language enabling search engines and other applications to recognize this content as Creative Commons. Of note, the creator of the original work holds the copyright whether it is the Creative Commons copyright or a standard copyright. A university would view a Creative Commons license in the same way as it would a standard copyright, and treat the work in accordance with the institution's intellectual property rights policies.
There are several attributes associated with Creative Commons licenses [6] . Each attribute restricts, in some way, the level of share in a derivative work. All works under Creative Commons can be freely used and distributed. Given this, the least restrictive license is CC0 which essentially places the work into the public domain. CC ND in contrast is the most restrictive license whereby it is freely available to use but no derivatives of the original work are permitted. The BY attribute requires that derivatives give attribution to the creators of all instances of the work, from the original owner to those who have done derivations inclusive of the new derivative and the original. NC means that the work, or any derivatives of it, cannot be commercialized without the creator's permission. Share alike indicates that derivative works carry the same Creative Commons license as the original. The icon indicates that the work is licensed under Creative Commons. Combinations of these attributes allow for the sharing of creative works in multiple ways. Figure 2 lists six of the most popular attribute combinations and their properties. the past several years, outstripping increases in all other costs associated with higher education. (See Figure 3) . According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, from "January 2006 to July 2016, the Consumer Price Index for college tuition and fees increased 63 percent, compared with an increase of 21 percent for all items. Over that period, consumer prices for college textbooks increased 88 percent. " [2] According to the College Board it is estimated that students spend approximately $1,200 per year on textbooks [3] . For students coming from low-income households, this expense can be significant, leading to many students opting not to purchase texts at all. In addition, students who receive financial aid may not be able to access textbook funds until class has been in session for several weeks. Student success is correlated with having the materials needed for class available on the very first day [21] . Classes that utilize texts that are no cost, whether they are freely available or OER (openly licensed), have shown better student class performance [1, 4] . Texts created under OER have been shown to save students significant amounts of money. The OER initiative in New York State has been estimated to have saved students about 12 million dollars overall in textbook costs during its first year. Fall 2018 estimates for the City University of New York (CUNY) indicate that the 5000 sections running as OER across all disciplines will save students more than $15 million dollars in that semester alone. The combined public education system in New York state consisting of CUNY and SUNY (State University of New York) are even more impressive at 19 million dollars overall [14] . As yet there are no estimates as to cost savings in the computer science domain, but with the high expense of most computer science texts, there is the potential for significant impact on overall student textbook costs.
Adopting OER comes with some barriers to adoption. Results from the Babson survey indicate that the largest barrier is the time and effort it takes to find and evaluate suitable material. Other barriers include complaints about quality and access to associated ancillaries such as test banks, PowerPoint slides, If you create your own content and place a CC license on it, there are a range of places to house the material. OER Commons is a digital library and network where you can upload material [16] . Your institution might have a repository available in which you may deposit educational content. If you're writing an entire textbook, the University of Minnesota Open Textbook Library (OTN) [18] is an option which includes user reviews. OTN is a comprehensive referatory of peer-reviewed textbooks from multiple sources. This library includes text uploads from individuals and points to other text repositories such as Open Stax, BC Campus, and Open SUNY Textbooks. Merlot is an OER repository grown out of a 1997 California State University effort that houses a range of educational resources that are openly licensed. The resources can be productively searched since they have been curated and organized into various categories including discipline, format, and license type. Most repositories have either peer reviews or a rating scale where users have shared their perception of and/or experience using the resource.
BENEFITS TO SHARING AS OER WITH CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE
We in the CS Education community have been open with much of our educational resources. The problem has been that these materials remain static, and, given the pace of change in computer science, at times dated. By sharing our materials as OER, under a CC license, we allow a level of share that better fits with the spirit in which we as a community collaborate. First, derivatives of our work can be shared and published without permissions granted each time. For example, a C++ version of a programming assignment originally written for Python can be easily shared. Also, as a language is updated, authors, other than the original author, can update new versions of course materials in the newer language version. (Think Python 2 vs. Python 3). Translations of textbooks from one language such as English to another, such as Portuguese, can occur without the original author's permission. The ability to repurpose and redistribute in this manner can make CS Educational materials more widely and globally available, in addition to allowing for frequent and current updates. Second, our resources become "living artifacts. " As we have all experienced, the field of computer science has seen much growth and change over the years. The pace of change has exceeded that seen in most disciplines. As a result, texts become outdated quickly. Course content needs constant updating. We have seen programming languages come and go (Pascal, anyone?). With OER, these artifacts take on a life beyond that which the creator envisioned. As hardware and software change, so can our educational content. Since OER updates do not necessarily need to reside with the originator, anyone can add to and/or modify a great resource. We no longer need wait for the author of that "definitive" text to update to a more current edition. Lastly, the dollar savings to students is significant. Textbook costs have been shown to significantly increase over By searching in a more focused way, we obviously get results more tailored to what we may want, specifically student assignments using decision trees. But the underlying question is "How do we organize OER so that these can be easily picked out by search engines?" Metadata tags are used to help search engines understand content associated with a web page. Dublin Core and Schema.org are initiatives that have moved to define and standardize metadata [9] . The Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) added metadata to the basic ontology in schema.org that addresses educational resources [13] . But how one incorporates and implements these schema is more detailed than can be addressed here. Notwithstanding, according to Google, there are some simpler things we can do to make our OER more discoverable [11] .
etc. There are also concerns over understanding permissions with respect to use or change [20] .
The OER movement might obviously appear to threaten publishers and campus bookstores but it's not all bad for them [10] . In response, publishers are changing their models [12] . They are trying to find ways to work in the OER space by offering new kinds of packaged products including OER content tied to personalized learning platforms or ancillary materials not openly available. College bookstores are responding by recognizing the change and offering supplemental services such as printing. All these things, though not making content entirely free, are working to significantly drive down the cost of educational materials.
ARCHIVED AND INDEXED-THE METADATA
Another important aspect to sharing a resource is organizing the resource's content and its underlying web content, so that it is discoverable. Once a hosting site is selected, the key to discovery can be in the metadata associated with the content. This allows for the leveraging of search engines to identify content appropriately. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the difference when one searches for the keywords "decision trees" and "assignment decision trees" in Google. Share and Share Alike: Using Creative Commons Licenses to Create OER Although there are many ways of sharing OER through metadata, Google seems to be able to find artifacts that have been shared through university OER sites, as well as other sites such as Merlot and OER Commons. Computer Science OER is still in its infancy stage so it remains to be seen where the bulk of the material lands.
IN CONCLUSION
The CS education community has been very open with the pedagogical products it creates. The types and numbers of these resources vary as well as the location of this content. Much of this content is available through faculty class web pages, focused repositories, as well as more general repositories. Unfortunately, locations of repositories are not as accessible as the community would assume, with many posts on the SIGCSE listserv asking for web pages listing these. Most content exists without any type of explicit copyright, hence defaulting to an implicit copyright. The result of this is that any modification of this content can't be shared with the community without the author's express permission. To be truly open, we in the CS education community should consider associating a Creative Commons license with our shared work. In addition, to share our resources more widely, and make them more discoverable, we should consider adding simple descriptive tags or more descriptive LRMI metadata to the underlying source content. Let's leverage search engines to create a distributed repository of openly licensed materials. To "share and share alike" is the intent, but we need to make this more of a reality.  The descriptions or snippets, associated with results from a Google search, are generated in multiple ways. Two contributors to these are the title tag in the page HTML source and the title meta tag. For example, if we click on CS321 Decision Tree Assignment, we get redirected to an assignment created by Dave Musicant at Carlton College [8] . Looking closer at the page's source code we see that the title displayed on the page differs from the title tag. It is the title tag that allowed Google to identify this as an assignment and not, for example, a lecture, or a general information page about decision trees. Google also uses the meta description tag to create its snippets and search results. Concise, descriptive, meta description tags can help identify OER resources and types of content.
Sites such as OER Commons [9] have tools that help generate meta tags for uploaded content. Notable here is the categorization of OER content. Material types identified by OER Commons include the expected types such as lecture, assignment, homework, activity/lab, course, as well as a breadth of others. An extensive list of material types can be found at [17] . If we were to label the titles of our academic content with a material type, then a descriptive title, as well as "open educational resource, " we might be able to start leveraging Google and other search engines as a distributed repository of freely available course content. Figure 6 shows Dave Musicant's Decision Tree Assignment, along with the page source content. Note the title tag reads: "Decision Tree Assignment. " Of course, making a "search engine repository" would involve extensive use of complicated schema, but the potential has much merit. Let's leverage search engines to create a distributed repository of openly licensed materials. To "share and share alike" is the intent, but we need to make this more of a reality.
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